INTRODUCTION
So far the principal argument of our analysis has been the Keynesclassics controversy and this has provided us with a framework which reproposes classical macroeconomics from a Walrasian and monetarist point of view and tends to refute Keynesian theory and policy recommendations. Indeed , the Keynesian-elassics controversy can be summed up in two main points:
(a) Keynesian general cases have been proved to be special cases of traditional theory; and (b) although intended for a microeconomic context, Walrasian general equilibrium has also proved useful in a macroeconomic context.
Since from the point of view of theory Keynesian unemployment equilibrium appears no longer as a necessary consequence of (a) and (b), macroeconomics is freed from choosing to adhere or not to Keynes's theory. This point can be used as a point of departure for reconstructing macroeconomics in the 1970s because it explains why macroeconomics tended towards the monetarist counter-revolution. To understand this tendency it is useful to adopt 'the view that the aggregate demand-supply model is a Keynesian theory of aggregate output and prices. In the aggregate demand-supply context, causes of unemployment is no longer the crucial issue that separates opposing schools, but rather it is the feasibility of Keynesian policies. In this view the historical monetarism of Friedman (both in the simple and in the more complex models) becomes important, in our opinion, not as an alternative theoretical framework but for the questions it raised about the effectiveness of Keynesian policies.
The monetari st challenge can be summed up as follows :
(I) Keynesian opin ion that monetary poli cy doe s not affect prices, or that it has a negligible effect on monetary income and no effect on produ ction, is to be rejected. Mon ey doe s matter because it systematically affec ts mon etary income. (2) Keynesian opinion about how the effect s of a monetary expansion are distributed between prices and quantities is based on a mistaken conc ept of the role of money . Monetary policy should be judged in the light of long-and short-run effects. In the long run a monetary expansion is likely to affect only price s, sin ce effects on quantity will be absorbed by the spontaneous tendency of market forces to restore full employment.
Whether or not monetarism demonstrates points (I) and (2), it is nece ssary to verify whether the (Keynesian ) aggreg ate demand-supply model can refute the monetarist criticism.
THE KEYNESIAN POINT OF VIEW VERSUS THE MON ETARIST POINT OF VIEW IN THE AGGREGATE DEMAND-SU PPLY MODEL
The aggregate demand -supply model -an extension of the IS-LM model -include s a theory of output, employment and gene ral price level which maintains that money does matter. While this model overcomes weaknes ses of simple ultra-Keynesia nism (which prevailed in the first half of the 1950s), it inherits those peculiar to Keyn esian structure. To see this we are going to start from point s (I) and (2) mentioned in section 4.1: money does matter and, in the long run , monetary expansion affects pric es only.
An increase in the money stock shifts the aggregate demand curve toward the right (see Figure 4 .1) . Since the aggregate supply curve slop es upw ards, both output and price level rise .
However, apart from the extreme case of the liquidity trap, monetary policy doe s not differ from fiscal policy. The effectiveness of both policies relies on empirical traits such as the extent of the shift in the aggregate demand curve Qd and the slope of the aggregate supply curve Q. In this context the Keyne sian framework can refute the first of the monet arist objections because money matters. The demand-suppl y model, moreover, stre sses that the gen eral price level is determined by
